Abstract. A general combinatorial theorem for countably compact, noncompact spaces is given under the Proper Forcing Axiom. It follows that compact Hausdorff spaces of countable tightness are sequential under PFA, solving the Moore-Mrowka Problem. Other applications are also given.
Introduction
The subject matter of this paper is the following old problem of set-theoretic topology [MM] :
Moore-Mrowka Problem. Is every compact Hausdorff space of countable tightness sequential?
A space X is said to be of countable tightness if the closure of every set A in X equals the union of the closures of all countable subsets of A . X is said to be sequential if for every nonclosed subset A there is countable sequence of points of A that converges to a point outside A .
In many models of ZFC, Zermelo Fraenkel Set Theory with the axiom of Choice, it was shown that the answer to the Moore-Mrowka Problem is no. Counterexamples were constructed by Osztaszewski [O] and Fedorchuck [F] from the set-theoretic principle 0.
The existence of counterexamples is compatible with Martin's Axiom together with the negation of CH; and it also is compatible with the Proper Forcing Axiom restricted to posets of size < cox (Nyikos [Ny 2 ] ).
In the other direction, several partial results were proven. In particular, MA-r-'CH implies that the answer to the Moore-Mrowka Problem is yes in the class of hereditarily separable spaces (Szentmiklóssy [Sz] ), and the Proper Forcing Axiom implies that the answer is yes for hereditarily normal spaces (Nyikos [Ny,]) .
A more detailed treatment of the Moore-Mrowka Problem and related questions can be found in the problem section of [TP] , Classic Problem VI, and in [A 3, §2.3] . The problem was repeatedly mentioned in [A,, A 2, A 3 ] .
In this paper we shall prove that Shelah's Proper Forcing Axiom (PFA) implies that the answer to the Moore-Mrowka Problem is yes. We shall actually prove a general combinatorial theorem (Theorem 1.1) from which an affirmative answer to the Moore-Mrowka Problem follows. Theorem 1.1 has other applications; some of these will also be included.
Our approach to PFA owes much to Fremlin's version [FR t, FR 2 ] of a method of Todorcevic [T] . Based on these works of Fremlin, significant progress concerning topological applications of PFA has been made by Nyikos and Fremlin (see in [NY3, NY4, FR j, FN] ) part of which is related to this paper.
Throughout the paper we use current terminology of set theory and settheoretic topology as is used in [K] and [KV] , e.g. In particular, cardinals are initial ordinals, ordinals are ordered by e, and [A]-K = {A1 ç A: \A'\ < k} . If A is a subset of a topological space X, then the closure of A in X will be denoted by A everywhere except in the proof of Theorem 2.1, where the notation clx(A) will be adopted for the sake of unambiguity.
1. Increasing cox -sequences for small relations Let X be a nonvoid set, and let A, V ç X2 be reflexive relations on X. We shall say that a sequence {x( : £ e cox} of distinct points of X is an increasing consequence for the pair (A , V) if for every Ç e cox , A(xi)n{xi:c;ecox}ç{xi:c:<Q and V(xl)n{xi:c:ecox}D{xi:i<Q hold. If X is a topological space and & is a closed filter on X, then we shall say that a subset Y of X is OF-small if there is an F e 5? with Y r\F = 0. A relation A ç X will be called ^-small-valued, if A(x) is ^"-small for every xeX.
Now we can state the following theorem on the existence of cox -sequences.
Theorem 1.1 (PFA). Let X be a countably compact, noncompact Tx-space, and let W be a free closed filter on X. Further, suppose that A , V ç X is a pair of reflexive relations on X such that A is & -small-valued and for every x e X, A(x) is closed and V(x) is open. Then there is an increasing consequence for the pair (A , V). Proof. Let us note first that the conclusion of our theorem (that there is an increasing cax -sequence for (A , V) ) depends neither on the topology of X nor on the filter 9~. where D denotes closure of D in the original topology x. (X, x) clearly has countable tightness. Since x refines x, it follows that (X ,x) isa Tx -space, &ĩ s a free closed filter-base in (X, x), and for every x e X, A(x) is closed and V(x) is open in (X, x). (X, x1) is countably compact, because a countably infinite closed discrete subspace in (X, x) would have the same properties in (X,x).
Further, if we extend SP to a closed ultrafilter &"' in (X, x), then ^"-small sets remain small with respect to &~', too.
So, if for given A,V v/e can find X and W satisfying the conditions of our theorem, then X can be chosen countably tight and &" can be chosen to be a closed ultrafilter.
Therefore, for the rest of the proof, we may assume that X is of countable tightness and & is a free closed ultrafilter in X.
Let us set %T = {H c X : there is an F eF with 77 n F = 0} .
Since X is countably compact it follows that ^ is a proper cr-ideal on X. Let ^ be the family of open members of %?. Note that every member of %? is contained in a member of ^ . Also note that for Z ç X, Z £ %? implies X-Zeßf. Now let us define a partially ordered set (T, <) in the following way. First, let T be the set of all finite partial functions t from cox to X such that for every rj ,¿; e dom(t), r\ < £, t(Ç) £ A(t(r¡)) holds. If t e T, £ G dom(r), then an ordinal r\ ecox will be called (Ç, t)-bad, if ne dom(í) flf and t(r\) £ V(t(£)). Now, if s, t e T, then let us set s ■< t iff s ç t and whenever £ e dom(i), and n e dom(i) is (£ , i)-bad, there is an n' e dom(s)\n such that t] is (S,, r)-bad.
One can easily check that < as defined above is a partial order on T. Also note that if t e T and £ e cox, then t \ Ç e T and t \ Ç á t.
The author does not know whether (T, <) itself is a proper poset. As explained in [T, p. 212] , there is no reason to believe so, and one has to introduce a new poset P that will consist of members of T augmented by "side conditions".
To set up P , let k > cox be an ordinal so big that X belongs to VK . Then define
such that x <£ cp(t) for every t eTn [M]<w} c VK+m .
If p: cox -► ./V is a partial function and for every ¿¡ e dom(p), p(¿;) = {x., (p., M.), then define the functions p , Vp , <pp, Mp on dom(p) by
be the set of all finite partial functions p from w, to N satisfying the following conditions:
. For every p e P , define p(p) and M (p) by:
[a] for every t eT, <p(p)(t) = [(<pp)(Q](t) where Ç = maxdom(p) ;
Now, if p ,q e P , then we shall say that p < q iff p Cq and p <q. < is a partial order on P since ;< was a partial order on T. Also note that p e P and C e w, imply p \ £ e P and ^ t C < P • We have to prove that P is proper. To begin with let us call a choice of a p0 e P and a sequence {^4n : n e co} of maximal up-antichains in P a challenge. Given a challenge p0, {An : n e co} and an increasing sequence {Pn : n e co} of countable subsets of P , let us define P* = (J{Pn : n eco} and for every n e co, let A*n-{peAn:
there is a q € P* with p < q} . We shall say that {Pn : n e co} is a proper answer to the challenge p0 , {An : n e co} if the following condition holds: (*) there exists a px > p0 such that for every m e co and r > px, there is a p2 in A*m which is upwards-compatible with r .
By the game-theoretic characterization of a proper poset [Ba, Fr j ] , we are done if we can prove the following:
Claim. For every challenge p0, {An : n e co} we can assign a proper answer {Pn: n e co} in such a way that Pn+X only depends on p0,A0, ... , An; i.e., whenever p0 , {An : n e co} and p0 , {A'n : n e co} are two challenges, {Pn : n e co}, {P'n : n eco} are the proper answers assigned to them, n e co and A. = A't for every i < n , then P { = P¿ ,.
In order to see that the claim is true, let us start with a challenge P0,{Am: m e co}. For each m e co let Qm = {q e P : there is a p e Am with q > p}. Also, for every p e P, m e co and t e T define Kk(p ,m)CT and Z(/?, m , t, k) ç X by induction on k eco, as follows: K0(p ,m) = {teT: there is a q e Qm with <? > p and <? = í} ; Z(p ,m,t,k) = {xeX: there is a countable ordinal <!; > sup(dom(/)) such that tU{(Ç,x)} eKk(p ,m)};
By induction on n e co let us define Mn,Sn , Wn in such a way that the following conditions hold for every n e co: (i) (a) Mn e [VK+W ]~w, Sn e cox and Wneß^\ (b) MQ = {p0}Uco, S0 = co, Wo = 0;
(ii)(a) To see that (f) can be satisfied note that for every / e Ln, Z(l)\Wn e SF. Since & is countably closed, there is a point x e f]{Z(l)\Wn: I e Ln}. Since X has countable tightness, for every I e Ln there is a set Z(x ,1) e [Z(l)]-W such that x e Z(x, I). Now in order for x to be in the intersection f\{Mn+x n Z(l)\Wn : I e Ln} , we only have to make sure that Mn+X contains Z(x , I) for every I eLn. Since Ln is countable, this can be done.
Let us then continue with the conditions on ô .. and W ,. given that Mn ,Sn , Wn have already been constructed:
(b) dom(p) ç Sn+l for every p e P nMn; (c) if p € P n Mn, teTr\Mn, x eXr\Mn, m<n, k e co and there is a Ç e cox such that ^ > sup(dom(i)) and t U {(£ ,x)} e Kk(p , m), then there is a £ e ôn+x with the same properties;
(iv)(a) Wn+xDWn; (b) A(x) ç Wn+X for every xeXnMn; (c) if p e P n Mn, t e T n Mn, then <p(p)(t) c Wn+X ■ (d) if p e PnMn, m< n, te Tr\Mn and k e co, then Z(p ,m,t ,k) e%? implies Z(p ,m,t,k)ç Wn+X . Having finished the induction above, {PflMn : n e co} is the designed proper answer to the challenge p0 , {An : n e co} . To see that in this way we can make an assignment as required in the claim, note first that in the conditions (i)-(iv) for n+l we only referred to the initial segment p0,A0, ... ,An of the challenge. Thus for each challenge p0 , {An : n e co} we can assign a sequence {(Mn ,Sn , Wn): n e co} in such a way that Pn+X -P n Mn+X only depends on Po-Ao.V It only remains to show that whenever {(Mn ,ôn,Wn): n eco} satisfies (i)-(iv), then {P<lMn : n eco} is a proper answer to the challenge p0 , {An : n e co} . To prove this, set M* = \J{Mn : n e co}, P* = P n M *, ô* = sup{<5n : n e co} and lV=\J{WH:neco}. (b) if p e P*, then p e M*, range(p), M(p) ç M* ; (c) if q e P and q Q M*, then q e P* ; (d) if meco, p e P* and t e K0(p ,m)r\ M*, then there is a q e Qm n M* such that q > p and <? = t ; (e) if L = \J{Ln : n e co} = {(p ,m,t ,k) e M* : peP , teT, m, k e co and Z(p ,m,t ,k) <£ ¿F} , then there is a point y* e {M* C\Z(p ,m ,t ,k)\W* : (p ,m,t ,k) eL} .
Again, let us stop to see that (e) can be satisfied. Since X is countably compact it is enough to see that {M* r\Z(l)\W*: I e L} is centered. Let us go on by listing the conditions for <5* and W* :
(D) (a) dom(p) c Ô* for every p e P* ;
(b) if p e P*, t e T n M*, x e X n M*, m, k eco and there is a Ç e cox such that £ > sup(dom(/)) and t u {(£, x)} e Kk(p , m), then there is a t\ e 5* with the same properties; (W) (a) A(x) ç W* for every x e X n M* ; (b) if p e P* and t e T n M*, then <p(p)(t) c W ; (c) if p e P*, t eT C\M* ; m eco and k e co, then Z(p ,m,t ,k) e M? implies Z(p ,m,t,k)ç W *.
Having the properties of M *, P*, S*, W* listed we can turn to the proof that condition (*) in the definition of a proper answer is satisfied. Some easy verifications will be left to the reader. In all of these cases the reader has to refer to one of the above properties which was part of the reason that these closedness properties have been explicitly listed.
We have to find a px > p0 such as required in (*). It will be a one-point extension of p0 as follows. First, for every t e T, set 2"(t) = {Z(p ,m,t,k): p eP*, m,ke co}r^, and let y/*(t) = \J{f(p)(t) : p e P*}\JJ3r(t)ulV e X.
Next take v* from (M)(e) and let px = p0 U {(a*, (w*, y/* ,M*))} . The easy verification that pxeP and that p0 = px \ S* < px, are left to the reader. The proof that px is as required in (*) will be based on the following crucial property of ô* and y* :
(CP) if m.keco, p e P*, teT, {S*, /) e t, s = t f ô* e Kk(p, m) n M*, and ¡t, e dom(i)\<5* implies t(c\) £ W*, then there is an s' e KQ(p , m) n M* such that tus' eT, s <s' and t < t u s'.
We are going to prove (CP) by induction on k e co. For k = 0 take s = s'. So assume that we have already proved (CP) for k, and suppose that the conditions of (CP) are satisfied for k + 1. Then, in particular, s = t \ ô* e Kk+l (P ,m), so Z(p ,m,s,k) <£ X. By (M)(e), y* e M* nZ(p ,m ,s ,k), so there is a point x e M* D Z(p ,m,s,k)r\U, where U = f){V(t(i)): Í e dom(0 and / 6 V(t(^)}\ \J{A(t(c:)): Í € dom(t)nô* = dom(s)}.
Note that y* e U by (W)(a). Since x e Z(p ,m ,s ,k) there is an n > sup(dom(i)) such that su {(n,x)} e Kk(p ,m). By (D)(b) we may assume that n e Ô*. By x e M * n U and (W)(a), tu{(n,x)} e T. By (G)(b), s,xeM* and (M)(a), su{(n ,x)} e M*. It follows from the above that meco, peP*, su{(n,x)} and tu{(n,x)} satisfy the conditions of (CP) with k instead of k + 1 . Thus by the induction hypothesis there is an s e KQ(p , m) n M* such that tu {(n ,x)}U s e T, su{(t],x)}<s and tu{(ri ,x)} <tu{(t] ,x)}Us = tus . Now observe that t < tu {(n ,x)} . This is, because if t\ e dom(i) and n is (Z,tu {(r¡, x)})-bad, then by the definition of U, a* is (£ ,t U {{n , x)})-bad, too. Thus s' e KQ(p , m) n M*, tus eT, s '< s U {(n, x)} < s and t < t U {(n , x)} ■< t U s', and the induction proceeds.
Finally, to prove (*) let m e co, r > px , and let r = r \ ô* e P . Without loss of generality we may assume that r e Qm. By (ô*, (w*, y/*, M*)) e r and (D2)(b) in the definition of P, r ç M*. Thus by (M)(c), r e P*.
Let S* -y0 < yx <■'•■< yn_x enumerate dom(/-)\f5*. For every i < n, let r{y¡) -(yi > Wj > M*) and for every j < n , let r. = r \ (S* U {y¡ : i < j}). As is usual in such proofs of properness we are going to induce backwards on the length of Tj to prove that (B) for every k < n , fn_k e Kk(r , m). If k = 0, then rn -f e KJr', m) trivially. Suppose that we are done for fc-l>0.
Then fn_(k_X) = fn_k u {(yn_k ,yn_k)} e Kk_x(r' ,m). Thus yn_k e Z(r , m , rn_k , k -1). On the other hand, from (D2)(b) in the definition of P it follows that fn_k e [M*_k]<w, so by (yn_k , yn_k,M*n_k) e N, yn_k i Wn-k(fn_k) 2 W'(rn_k) D \J3T(fn_k).
Comparing this to yn_k e Z(r ,m ,fn_k,k -1) it follows from the definition of 2~(t) that Z(r , m , fn_k , k -1) £ X. Thus rn_k e Kk(r , m), and the induction proceeds.
In particular, taking k = n in (B) , it follows that r e Kn(r' ,m). Also note that for each i < n, f(y¡) $ V¡(r¡) 2 ¥*(f¡) 5 ^* • Thus we can apply the crucial property (CP) to conclude that there is an s' e K0(r' ,m) n M* such that fus e T, f <s and f <fUs . By (M)(d) there is a q e QmnM* such that q > r and q -s . Now let us consider p = rUq. It can easily be verified that p e P. (In particular, (D2)(a) is satisfied since on the one hand, q > r , and on the other, qeP* and so (p(q)(t) ç y/*(t) ç y/.(t) for every t e T and i < n.) Further, since q e P*, dom(^) ç ô* by (D)(a), so q = p \ S* < p.
On the other hand, r < p since f < f U s = p. Since q e Qm n M* ç. P*, there is a p2e A*m with p2< q . This proves (*).
Having proved that P is proper, observe that for every c¡ ecox, Q* = {p e P: dom(p)\Ç jí 0} is dense in P. To see this, let p e P be arbitrary. If supdom(p) >^,we are done; otherwise take any Ç > £,. There is a point x £ \J{A(p(n)) : n e dom(p)} U \J{P(p){t) :teTn [M(p)]<(°} , since the right-hand side belongs to %?. Then q = pU{ (Ç ,(x,(p(p) , M(p)))} e 0¿ and p = q \ Ç < q .
Thus by PFA, there is an a),-sequence {p.: £, e cox} of pairwise compatible members of P with distinct domains. By a standard A-system argument we may assume that dom(pJ = <7 U A(£ e cox) in such a way that (1) t\ e cox implies d(¿0;
(2) t] eâ, ecox imply max A < mind < maxd < mind*. For each t; e cox, let x* = pJmindJ . Then the definition and compatibility of the p* 's imply that {x* : £ e cox} is an increasing cox-sequence for the pair (A,V). Thus {x*: £ e cox} is a strictly increasing sequence of compact subsets of X. Since X has countable tightness, X* = U{^: i € cox} is compact. On the other hand, {G(y,): Ç e cox} is an open cover of X* with no finite subcover. This contradiction proves Theorem 2.1. Theorem 2.2 (PFA + c = co2). Every compact Hausdorff space of countable tightness is sequential.
Proof. By a result of [IN] , if MA holds, then a compact Hausdorff space is sequential iff every countably compact subspace is compact. Since PFA +c = co2 implies MA, Theorem 2.1 is applicable.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Remark. The referee pointed out that c = co2 in the above theorem can be weakened to 2W < 2W2. Theorem 2.3 ( PFA ). If X is a compact Hausdorff space of countable tightness, then every nonisolated point x in X has a nontrivial sequence converging to it.
Proof. Suppose x e X is a counterexample. Then ^{x} is countably compact, so by Theorem 2.1 it is compact, in contradiction with our assumption that x was nonisolated.
By, in essence, a result of Burke [Bu] and Gruenhage [G] a compact Hausdorff space has countable tightness if and only if it does not contain a perfect preimage of the ordinal space cox (see in [Ny] ). Thus Theorem 2.2 may be rephrased as Theorem 2.5 ( PFA ). Every closed preimage of the ordinal space cox which has character < cox, contains a copy of cox.
For other consequences note that the result of Burke and Gruenhage referred to above also implies that the one-point compactification of a locally compact Hausdorff space has countable tightness if and only if it does not contain a perfect preimage of cox , [B, Lemma 2.1] . Thus from Theorem 2.1 and 2.5 the following result follows. Theorem 2.6 ( PFA). A locally compact, countably compact, noncompact Hausdorff space X contains a perfect preimage of cox. Moreover, if X also has character < cox, then X contains a copy of cox .
Corollary 2.7 ( PFA ). A countably compact manifold is metrizable if and only if it does not contain a copy of co. .
By an example of M. E. Rudin and P. Zenor [RZ] , (see also in [Ny j ], PFA cannot be omitted even from Corollary 2.7.
Finally note that there have been a number of results on sequential compact Hausdorff spaces. By Theorem 2.2, PFA+c = g>2 implies that these results also hold for countably tight compact Hausdorff spaces thereby answering several questions in the literature. Details of this and further applications will appear elsewhere.
